Great new releases this month gr new book guide

No Chopsticks Required

Australians of the Year

Katrina Beikoff
No Chopsticks Required by Walkley-Award
winning journalist Katrina Beikoff is a
humorous and insightful account of her
unexpected year living and working in
Shanghai with her husband and two
young children.
RRP: $29.95 Finch Publishing

Wendy Lewis
Every January an Australian is
awarded the title of Australian of the
Year, recognised for representing the
Australian spirit in their line of work
or service. From the first recipient fifty
years ago through to now, this book
takes a close look at the lives and
achievements of each of these talented
recipients.
RRP: $39.95 Pier 9

ISBN: 9781921462290

Best Australian Gardens
& Landscapes
Edited by Gary Takle
Filled with what is ‘now’ in Australian
garden design, this gorgeously illustrated
book walks the reader through a
selection of Australia’s best backyards
and gardens and provides great
inspiration for anyone looking to create
the ‘wow’ factor in their own garden.
RRP: $39.95 Think Publishing
ISBN: 9780980831412

ISBN: 9781741968095

Mighty Mullygrubber Malone
Will Swanton
The ‘mullygrubber’ is part of cricketing
folklore but only one bowler can do it
on purpose. That makes him the most
dangerous bowler in the world. Who
cares if he’s only 12? This hilarious story
will delight young cricketers and cricket
tragics of all ages and is a perfect read
for summer!
RRP: $18.99 Melbourne Books
ISBN: 9781877096655

Real Life Portrait: The life of
Wallace Anderson, Australian
War Artist

Dog Logic: A pooch’s guide to
dogs behaving badly

RRP: $39.99 Big Sky Publishing

Robyn Osborne
In Dog Logic, Sox, the four legged
philosopher, provides his canine
perspective on turning your disobedient
dog into the perfect pooch. From barking,
biting and everything in between, Sox
offers humorous but practical advice on
resolving issues both canine-created and
canine-related.
RRP: $19.99 Big Sky Publishing

ISBN: 9780980814019

ISBN: 9780980814026

Roderic Anderson
Real Life Portrait is the fascinating story
of Australia’s longest serving war
artist, Wallace Anderson. This book
follows his initial struggle to become an
artist, his service as an officer on the
Western Front and his work with war
correspondent Charles Bean.
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